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Notes on Safety
This LI-COR product has been designed to be safe when oper-
ated in the manner described in this manual. The safety of this
product cannot be assured if the product is used in any other
way than is specified in this manual. The product is intended
to be used by qualified personnel. Read this entire manual
before using the product.

Equipment markings:

The product is marked with this symbol
when it is necessary for you to refer to the
manual or accompanying documents in
order to protect against injury or damage
to the product.

WARNING Warnings must be followed carefully to
avoid bodily injury.

CAUTION Cautions must be observed to avoid dam-
age to your equipment.

Manual markings:

Warning Warnings must be followed carefully to
avoid bodily injury.

Caution Cautions must be observed to avoid dam-
age to your equipment.

Note Notes contain important information and
useful tips on the operation of your equip-
ment.



CE Marking:
This product is a CE-marked product. For conformity inform-
ation, contact LI-COR Support at envsupport@licor.com. Out-
side of the U.S., contact your local sales office or distributor.

California Proposition 65 Warning
WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the
State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm.

Federal Communications Commission
Radio Interference Statement
WARNING: This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate
radio frequency energy and if not installed in accordance with
the instruction manual, may cause interference to radio com-
munications. It has been tested and found to comply with the
limits for a Class A computing device pursuant to Subpart J of
Part 15 of FCC rules, which are designed to provide a reas-
onable protection against such interference when operated in a
commercial environment. Operation of this equipment in a res-
idential area is likely to cause interference in which case the
user, at his own expense, will be required to take whatever
measures may be required to correct the interference.

Waste Electronic and Electrical Equip-
ment (WEEE) Notice
This symbol indicates that the product is to be col-
lected separately from unsorted municipal waste. The
following applies to users in European countries: This
product is designated for separate collection at an
appropriate collection point. Do not dispose of as
household waste. For more information, contact your local dis-
tributor or the local authorities in charge of waste man-
agement.
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Section 1.
Introduction
The LI-600 Porometer/Fluorometer is a lightweight and
handheld porometer and fluorometer instrument that takes
combined stomatal conductance and Pulse Amplitude Mod-
ulation (PAM) chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements on
opposite sides of a leaf in seconds. It delivers precise, high-
throughput stress evaluations over the same leaf area and
quickly surveys plants under ambient conditions.

This section describes what the LI-600 is, including its com-
ponents, accessories kit, and optional fluorometer upgrade
kit.

Online resources

LI-600 Computer software
The LI-600 computer software is available for both Win-
dows® and macOS® operating systems. It is used to create
and upload configurations to the instrument, download
data from the instrument, and record live data. Computer
software is available at licor.com/600software.

Instruction manual
This instruction manual can be downloaded to your com-
puter. A PDF version is available at licor.com/600support.
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Components
The LI-600 is comprised of the following major com-
ponents.

1 Aperture. (0.75 cm diameter) The active measurement site
that surrounds the leaf gasket.

2 Aperture clamp. Closes onto the leaf for secure meas-
urements.

3 Barcode scanner. Scans barcodes to help organize
measurement data.

4 Display. Shows measurement data and menus on the
screen.

5 Enter button. Powers on the instrument and selects
options on the display.

6 Fluorometer (optional). Takes PAM chlorophyll a fluor-
escence measurements.

7 Lithium ion battery. Powers the instrument,
rechargeable.

8 Navigation keys. Move up, down, right, and left through
the menus.

9 Porometer. Takes stomatal conductance measurements.

10 Quantum sensor. Measures ambient light level.

11 Tripodmount. (1/4-20 UNC) Attaches to a tripod for data
streaming and easy measurements.
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12 USB port. Connects the instrument to the computer or uni-
versal charging adapter via micro-USB cable.

Accessories kit
The LI-600 includes a standard accessories kit, which has
the following accessories and replacement parts for your
instrument.

Description Quantity
Part Num-
ber

Aperture clamp 2 6360-350
Face seal O-rings 2 192-17935
Filters 2 301-16918
Foam swabs 6 610-16093
Leaf gasket 2 6360-318
Microfiber cloth 1 229-16069
Radial seal O-rings 4 192-18368
Scrub tube zero kit 1 9968-258
Spare screws 20 150-14386
Universal charging adapter 1 591-19074
USB cable 1 392-19077
USB power supply prong
kit

1 591-19075

Wrist strap 1 610-19076
Zero adapter assembly 1 9960-327

Table 1-1. Accessories kit for the LI-600. Additional
accessories can be purchased separately.

600-01F Fluorometer upgrade kit (optional)
The 600-01F Fluorometer Upgrade Kit for the LI-600 adds
the fluorometer module to the porometer-only model (LI-
600P) to convert it to the porometer/fluorometer model
(LI-600PF).
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The LI-600P includes a fluorometer blank. If the instru-
ment is upgraded and the fluorometer needs to be
removed, reinsert the fluorometer blank. The gray ribbon
cable does not attach to the fluorometer blank. Store the
fluorometer in the carrying case with the instrument.

Overview of the theory
Here we provide a brief summary of the operating pri-
ciples of the LI-600 porometer and fluorometer. The full
equation summary is provided in Theory of operation on
page 10-1.

The LI-600 is equipped to measure two different aspects
of leaf photosynthesis. The porometer uses a mass balance
for water vapor flux from the leaf to compute stomatal con-
ductance. The fluorometer uses optical techniques to
probe the quantum yield of photosystem II. This section
describes the theory and equations behind these meas-
urements and provides an overview of other sensors in the
LI-600.

Leaf porometer
The LI-600 porometer is an open system. Stomatal con-
ductance (gsw) is computed from transpiration (E) in a leaf
cuvette and leaf temperature (Tleaf) is measured by a non-
contact infrared thermometer. Transpiration is computed
from the difference in H2O in an air-stream flowing
through a leaf cuvette (Figure 1-1 on the facing page).
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Figure 1-1. The cuvette has relative humidity (RH) sensors
that measure the air stream before and after it interacts with
the leaf. Flow rates are measured before and after the
cuvette, and leaf temperature is measured in the cuvette.

Derivation of equations
The mass balance of water vapor in an open system at
steady-state is given by

1-1

where s is leaf area (m2), E is transpiration (mol m-2 s-1), ui,
uo (µmol s-1) are flow rates into and out of the leaf cuvette,
respectively,Wref,Wsam are water vapor mole fractions into
and out of the leaf cuvette (mol H2Omol air-1). Since
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we can substitute equation 1-2 into equation 1-1 to write

1-3

Solving equation 1-3 for E gives

1-4

Total conductance to water vapor is given by

1-5

where gtw is total conductance to water vapor (mol H2O
m-2 s-1), and Wleaf is the calculated molar concentration of
water vapor within the leaf inter-cellular air-space (mol
H2Omol air-1). Wleaf is calculated frommeasured leaf tem-
perature and pressure (equations 10-7 and 10-9).

Calculation of stomatal conductance (gsw) requires
removal of the contribution from the boundary layer (gbw)

1-6

where (gsw) is the one-sided stomatal conductance to water
vapor, and (gbw) is the one-sided boundary layer con-
ductance, both in (mol H2Om-2 s-1).

Boundary layer conductance in the LI-600 cuvette is a
function of the flow rate (equation 10-10).
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Fluorometer
The LI-600 fluorometer is a Pulse-Amplitude Modulated
(PAM) fluorometer, with a measuring beam provided by
two LEDs focused on the portion of leaf in the porometer
cuvette. Fluorescence is detected via a single detector loc-
ated between the LED measuring beams, filtered by a 750
± 40 nm band-pass filter. Fluorescence is detected then
from ~700 to 780 nm, which gathers the majority of fluor-
escence from PSII, but is also contaminated with PSI flor-
escence in a similar fashion to the LI-6800 Portable
Photosynthesis System fluorometer (Genty et al., 1989,
Pfundel et al., 2013).

Actinic light is not provided by the LI-600 fluorometer
but rather by ambient light, which could be natural sun-
light or any number of artificial light sources. The two
LEDs are both modulated at a constant frequency and
provide both the measuring beam and saturating flash.
One unique aspect of the design (compared to other LI-
COR fluorometers), is that the saturating flash is not
delivered as a constant output but is modulated at high
frequencies to achieve the necessary high light intensity.
The use of both LEDs for providing the measuring beam
and saturating flash has a few advantages over using a
single LED for each purpose, including 1) improved light
uniformity from light reaching the leaf frommultiple
angles and 2) increased peak intensity for the measuring
beam, leading to 3) improved signal-to-noise ratio.

The peak intensities of the measuring beam necessarily are
quite high in order to receive enough signal and are fact-
ory set to ~10,000 µmol m-2 s-1. Pulse width has been set
to 667 ns. Total integrated light intensity incident on the
leaf from the LEDs is calculated as
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where Pfreq is the current pulse frequency (2 to 750,000
Hz), Pwidth is the pulse width (667 ns) and Qpeakx is the
peak intensity of the left and right LEDs, set by a factory
calibration.

The peak intensity is ~10,000 µmol m-2 s-1 and is cal-
culated from a calibration coefficient set at the factory. Fre-
quencies for steady-state measurements will be very low (4
to 8 Hz), while frequencies during the flash will be much
higher (250 to 750 kHz).

Dark-adapted vs light-adapted
measurements
Unlike previous LI-COR fluorometers, where the actinic
light is controlled by the fluorometer, here the actinic
light source is provided by external sources unknown to
the instrument. The instrument cannot know if a given
measurement being made is on a dark-adapted leaf or not.
The user must decide which type of measurement is being
made. The calculated yield uses the same equation in
either case, as shown here.

1-8
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Section 2.
Initial setup
This section describes the initial setup methods for the LI-
600, including how to power it for use and safely handle its
battery.

Charging considerations
A power supply—either the universal charging adapter or an
external battery pack—can be connected to the LI-600. If
using an alternate USB wall charger, ensure that it has at least
1 Amp at 5 VDC.

The LI-600 can be charged when powered on or off. When
preparing to use the LI-600 for the first time, charge the bat-
tery to 100% capacity. Charging with the instrument
powered off and using the universal charging adapter takes
approximately 3.5 hours. Charging with the instrument
powered off and from a computer USB port takes 8 to 10
hours and is not recommended. To charge in less than two
hours, use a USB wall adapter that supports Qualcomm®
Quick Charge™ (QC) 2.0 or 3.0. When fully charged, the
instrument will operate for approximately 8 hours of active
use; however, battery life can vary due to its age and amount
of use. External battery packs are suggested for expected uses
that last longer than 8 consecutive hours.
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The battery only charges when the pack temperature is
within 0 to 45° C. If the pack reaches a temperature out-
side this range, it will automatically stop charging.

Powering on and off the LI-600
To power on the LI-600, press and hold the enter button
on the instrument.

To power off the LI-600, navigate to the Advanced Set-
tings screen (see Advanced Settings screen on page 3-5) and
select Power Down. If the LI-600 is not responding and
the Advanced Settings cannot be accessed, you can power
off the instrument by pressing and holding the enter but-
ton for seven seconds; this method is not recommended,
since the last data record can be lost. As preventative meas-
ures against any risks, always power off the instrument
when not in active use.

Using the universal charging adapter
The included universal charging adapter is compatible
with main power in most localities globally (input: 90 to
264 VAC, 50 to 60 Hz; output: 5 VDC, 1 Amp). You may
need to install different blades from the outlet adapter kit
to fit your wall outlets.

Battery warnings and disposal
The LI-600 includes a rechargeable lithium ion battery
(3.7 V, 5.2 AH) that must be disposed of safely. Contact
LI-COR for a replacement battery.
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Caution: Lithium ion batteries may cause envir-
onmental damage or damage to human health if
they are disposed of improperly. Do not dispose
of the batteries in unsorted municipal waste or
an incinerator. Many localities have battery recyc-
ling facilities that will accept lithium ion bat-
teries. For more information, contact your local
distributor or the local authorities in charge of
waste management to determine how to safely
dispose of the batteries.

The exclamation point label on the exterior and a warning
label on the interior indicate the location of the lithium
ion battery compartment.
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Section 3.
Using the LI-600 menus
This section describes the components of the LI-600 user
interface and how to interact with each menu screen using
the navigation keys and enter button.

The instrument’s user interface includes four navigation
keys, an enter button, and menu screens on the display.

Navigation keys & enter button
Navigation keys: These keys move left, right, up, and
down through the menu screens.
Enter button: This button powers on the LI-600 and
selects menu screen options.

Menu screens
The following menu screens are accessible on the LI-600.

Select Configuration screen
The Select Configuration screen displays a list of con-
figurations that are loaded onto the LI-600. Up to four con-
figurations can be uploaded to the LI-600. This screen
appears after powering on the instrument and is also access-
ible by pressing the left navigation key on the Clamp to Leaf
screen and Press Enter to Log screen and by selecting
Done/New Config on the Next Step screen. Select the
desired configuration from the list. If you select the - - -
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option, the LI-600 will beep twice to indicate that no con-
figuration is selected and to select an existing con-
figuration from the list.

Configurations can be created on the computer soft-
ware only, not on the LI-600 (see Creating a new con-
figuration on page 6-1).

Highlighted Configuration Details screen
The Highlighted Configuration Details displays the given
configuration’s porometer and/or fluorometer details. This
screen appears by pressing the right navigation key on the
Select Configuration screen.

The Highlighted Configuration Details screen does not
select the given configuration; to select a configuration,
press the left navigation key to view the Select Con-
figurations screen then press enter to select the desired
configuration.

Clamp to Leaf screen and Press Enter to Log
screen
The Clamp to Leaf screen and the Press Enter to Log
screen both display the variables chosen for the given con-
figuration. These variables are organized in a 2- or 8-panel
layout and fluctuate in real time as you take a meas-
urement. The Clamp to Leaf screen appears in Auto
Mode, and the Press Enter to Log screen appears in
Manual Mode. Auto Mode or Manual Mode is user con-
figurable on the computer software (see Taking a meas-
urement in Auto Mode on page 4-5 and Taking a
measurement in Manual Mode on page 4-6).
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Logged screen and Flash Complete screen
The Logged screen and the Flash Complete screen display
the measurement report. Variables are organized in a 2- or
8-panel layout and automatically appear on this screen
after taking a measurement. The Logged screen appears
when the fluorometer is disabled, and the LI-600 beeps
once when the measurement is complete. The Flash Com-
plete screen appears when the fluorometer is enabled, and
the LI-600 beeps twice and flashes when the measurement
is complete. (To choose layout and variable preferences,
see Display Layout on page 6-7.) These screens appear after
the Clamp to Leaf screen or the Press Enter to Log screen.

Press enter to edit highlighted values
screen
The Press enter to edit highlighted values screen displays
the configuration’s data label(s). Data labels are created
and added to a configuration using the computer soft-
ware. Up to three data labels per configuration can be
uploaded to the LI-600 and used per measurement. They
can be a number, list, or barcode.

If Prompt On Log is enabled via the computer software,
you can set data label values prior to taking a meas-
urement by pressing the right navigation key on the
Clamp to Leaf screen or Press Enter to Log screen. They
must be set for each measurement; press the right nav-
igation key on the Logged screen or Flash Complete
screen to enter the values before proceeding to the Next
Step screen.

If Prompt On Log is disabled, data label values can only
be set prior to taking a measurement by pressing the right
navigation key on the Clamp to Leaf screen or Press Enter
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to Log screen; they do not need to be entered after taking
a measurement. If unaltered, the previous data labels will
be used in the following measurements.

l Select a number data label to enter the desired value
using the up and down navigation keys.

l Select a list data label to select the desired value.
l Select a barcode data label to access the Scan Barcode

screen and scan a barcode or select Cancel.

Scan Barcode screen
The Scan Barcode screen allows you to scan a barcode for a
barcode data label. (See Using the barcode scanner on
page 4-6). The barcode option must be enabled for the
data label when creating or editing a configuration on the
computer software (see Data Labels on page 6-2). This
screen appears after selecting a data label on the Press enter
to edit highlighted values screen. Scan the barcode or
select Cancel.

Next Step screen
The Next Step screen displays the New Leaf, Mark
Record, and Done/New Config options. This screen
appears after pressing the right navigation key on the
Logged screen or the Flash Complete screen after input-
ting any data labels.

l Select New Leaf to continue taking measurements
with the current configuration.

l SelectMark Record to choose a remark for the given
measurement (see Remarks on page 6-5).

l Select Done/New Config to end the current meas-
urement or choose a new configuration for the next
measurement.
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You must select Done/New Config to save your cur-
rent measurement.

Advanced Settings screen
The Advanced Settings screen displays the Power Down,
Match, Instrument Settings, and Warning(s) options. This
screen appears after pressing the left navigation key on the
Select Configuration screen.

l Select Power Down to power off the LI-600.
l SelectMatch to match the RH sensors to the envir-

onment; it will beep once when complete.
l Select Instrument Settings to set the time and clear

all data. The percentage of memory used and the firm-
ware version also appear at the top of the screen.
l Select Set Time to manually input the time.
l Select Clear All Data to erase all existing data on

the instrument.
l Select Back to exit Instrument Settings and return

to the Advanced Settings screen.
l SelectWarning(s) to view instrument warnings (see

Instrument warnings on page 8-5).
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Section 4.
Measurements
This section describes how to prepare for and take meas-
urements with the LI-600.

Preparing for measurements
This section describes how to prepare the LI-600 for meas-
urements, including measurement precautions and tech-
niques and stability criteria setup.

Measurement precautions
To protect the LI-600 and prepare for measurements, please
adhere to the following precautions.

l Charge the battery.
A fully charged or new battery provides approximately 8
hours of active use.

l Store the LI-600 in the carrying case.
To protect the LI-600, power down the instrument and
place it in the carrying case when not in use.

l Attach and use the wrist strap.
To protect the LI-600, attach the wrist strap to the instru-
ment and adjust it to your wrist size. Use the wrist strap
at all times (or risk being the "person who dropped it").

l Insert the USB port protector.
To protect the USB port from debris, keep the protector
inserted when not in use.
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Measurement techniques
The LI-600 can take a measurement on both the top and
bottom of the leaf. It can also take light- and dark-adapted
measurements. For any measurement, please adhere to the
following techniques.

l Maintain the original orientation of the leaf.
Do not alter the angle or positioning of the leaf you are
measuring (e.g., do not bend the leaf).

l Maintain the original light conditions of the leaf.
Do not alter the state of light on the leaf you are meas-
uring or plan to measure fluorescence (e.g., do not
shade the leaf). If, while taking a measurement, you
shade the next leaf you plan to measure, wait before
taking the next measurement.

l Match the quantum sensor's light conditions to
those of the leaf.
If the leaf you measure is in the light, ensure that the
quantum sensor is also in the light. If the leaf you meas-
ure is in shade, ensure that the quantum sensor is also
in the shade.

l Avoidmeasuring a leaf with water on it.
If the leaf you plan to measure has water or con-
densation on it, gently and thoroughly dry the top
and bottom of the leaf.

l Avoid clamping onto the veins of the leaf.
The uneven surface may prevent the aperture clamp
from properly closing, resulting in a leak and an inac-
curate measurement.

l Fully fill the aperture with the leaf.
Do not measure a leaf whose diameter is less than that
of the aperture.
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l Maintain unblocked vents on the instrument.
Do not cover up the four sets of vents on the instru-
ment when taking measurements.

Taking measurements
This section describes how to take measurements and use
the barcode scanner with the LI-600 in Auto Mode and
Manual Mode.

Taking a measurement
The LI-600 can function solely as a porometer (LI-600P)
and as both a porometer and fluorometer (LI-600PF). The
steps for taking a measurement are nearly identical for
both models, but certain variables are only available with
the LI-600PF and can be selected in the computer soft-
ware (see General on page 6-1). The following tutorial
describes how to take a basic measurement for both mod-
els.

1 Select a configuration.

After powering on the LI-600, the Select Configuration
screen will appear. Select the desired configuration.
After a measurement is taken, you can switch to a dif-
ferent configuration before taking another meas-
urement.

2 Match.

The instrument will automatically match. Do not
clamp to a leaf until matching is complete.

3 Input data labels.

After matching, the Clamp to Leaf screen or the Press
Enter to Log screen will appear. Press the right nav-
igation key to access the Press enter to edit highlighted
values screen if enabled for the given configuration;
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input the desired data labels. Select the barcode data
label and scan a barcode or click Cancel to proceed
without it. ClickDone when the data labels are com-
plete.

4 Select a leaf.

Maintaining the orientation and light conditions of the
leaf, select a leaf to measure.

5 Clamp onto the leaf.

Press down on the lever underneath the display to
open the aperture clamp. Orient the instrument so that
the leaf fully fills the aperture. Release the lever to close
the aperture clamp onto the leaf.

6 Take a measurement.

If using Auto Mode, the Clamp to Leaf screen will
appear, and the LI-600 will automatically log the meas-
urement once stability criteria are met and if no leak is
detected. If using Manual Mode, the Press Enter to
Log screen will appear, and you will log the meas-
urement by pressing the enter button when the sta-
bility criteria meet your satisfaction.

7 Unclamp from the leaf.

If the fluorometer is disabled, the LI-600 will beep
once when the measurement is complete, and the
Logged screen will appear. If the fluorometer is
enabled, the LI-600 will beep twice and flash when the
measurement is complete, and the Flash Complete
screen will appear. Press down on the lever to unclamp
the instrument from the leaf.

8 Select the Next Step.
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Use the right navigation key to view the Next Step
screen and select New Leaf,Mark Record, or
Done/New Config.

Taking a measurement in Auto Mode
In Auto Mode, measurement logging is done by the LI-
600, which decides when to log based on criteria that was
set for the given configuration. Auto Mode provides an
objective way to determine when to log a data point. It
continuously computes stability criteria and compares it to
that which you set; once two consecutive data points are
below the threshold, the measurement is considered
stable, and the LI-600 logs the data point. This is based on
monitoring changes over time to both the computed sto-
matal conductance (gsw) and/or the de-modulated fluor-
escence signal (F) when using the fluorometer.

To set up Auto Mode for a given configuration, open the
computer software and click the Configuration Man-
agement menu. Under Local Configurations, click Create
New Configuration or Edit Configuration. Under Auto-
mode Setup, check the Automode box and input the
desired stability criteria. Save or update the configuration.
(To set additional criteria, see "Automode Setup" on
page 6-3.) Your measurements will now be taken in Auto
Mode.

Because Auto Mode uses a limited number of data points
(2, 4, or 8), stability criteria is not a regression slope.
Instead, it represents the amount of change in the para-
meter over the selected time period.

To take a measurement in Auto Mode, clamp onto the leaf
then unclamp when the instrument automatically detects
stability then beeps.
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To override Auto Mode and log a data point while it sta-
bilizes, press the enter button.

Taking a measurement inManual Mode
In Manual Mode, measurement logging is done by the
user: you can choose to log the measurement when the sta-
bility criteria meet your satisfaction.

To set up Manual Mode for a given configuration, open
the computer software and click the Configuration Man-
agement menu. Under Local Configurations, click Create
New Configuration or Edit Configuration. Under Auto-
mode Setup, uncheck the Automode box. Save or update
the configuration. Your measurements will now be taken
in Manual Mode.

To take a measurement in Manual Mode, clamp onto the
leaf then press the enter button when the stability criteria
on the display are satisfactory and unclamp after the LI-
600 beeps.

Using the barcode scanner
The LI-600 has an onboard barcode scanner. To enable the
barcode scanner for a given configuration, open the com-
puter software and click the Configuration Management
menu. Under Local Configurations, click Create New
Configuration or Edit Configuration. Under Data
Labels, check the Prompt On Log box. Add a data label
name then select Barcode. Save or update the con-
figuration. The barcode scanner will now be available for
that given data label.

The following tutorial walks you through how to use the
barcode scanner.
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1 Select the configuration.

Before taking a measurement, first select your con-
figuration on the Select Configuration screen.

2 Match.

If this is your first measurement, allow the LI-600 to
match.

3 Select the barcode data label.

Navigate to the Press enter to edit highlighted values
screen and select the barcode data label.

4 Scan the barcode.

On the Scan Barcode screen, hover the red barcode
light over your barcode until the LI-600 beeps and the
Press enter to edit highlighted values screen
reappears.
The barcode scanner will time out after several seconds;
select the barcode data label again if necessary.

5 Take a measurement.

The barcode number will be automatically logged with
your measurement.

Viewing measurement data on the LI-600
Data from the most recent measurement automatically
appear on the instrument’s Logged screen or Flash Com-
plete screen after taking a measurement. Measurement
data can also be viewed in data files on the computer soft-
ware (see Data files on page 7-1).

Variables can be chosen for the Logged screen or Flash
Complete screen on the computer software (see Display
Layout on page 6-7).
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Section 5.
Configuring computer software
This section describes the basic operating procedures for the
LI-600 computer software. Before proceeding, download the
computer software at licor.com/600software.

To optimally display the computer software, use a display
setting of 125% or less.

Connecting the LI-600 with the computer
software
The following tutorial describes the basic steps to take when
turning on the LI-600 and connecting to the computer soft-
ware.

1 Install the computer software.

The computer software is used to create and upload con-
figurations to the instrument and download data from
the instrument. Computer software is available at licor.-
com/600software.

2 Power on the LI-600.

The LI-600 will arrive partially charged and ready to
power on. Charge the instrument to 100% capacity. Press
and hold the enter button on the display to turn on the
instrument.

3 Connect the LI-600 with your computer.
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Plug the instrument into your computer using the
USB cable.

4 Connect with the LI-600.

The LI-600 will automatically connect with the com-
puter software if the computer software is up to date.
If it is not, the computer software will prompt you to
update it before proceeding.

Connection Overview screen
The Connection Overview screen displays the computer
software startup screen, including the firmware and com-
puter software versions. From here, you can proceed with
or without a connected LI-600 or safely eject a connected
instrument.

On the Connection Overview screen, you will receive one
of the following prompts upon starting the computer soft-
ware.

The computer software may display warning messages
(see The computer software displays a warning message
when connecting the LI-600 on page 8-2 and The com-
puter software displays a warning message when updating
the firmware on page 8-4).
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LI-600 connected!: An LI-600 is powered on and has been
discovered by the computer software via USB. If multiple
instruments are connected, the first connected is auto-
matically chosen by the computer software.

Click Explore LI-600 to access the Configuration Man-
agement, Data Management, Live View, and Connection
Overview menus.

ClickOffline Mode to access the Configuration Man-
agement, Data Management, and Connection Overview
menus and options that are available when no LI-600 is
connected.

Click Eject LI-600 to safely disconnect and power down
the instrument.

No LI-600 detected!: No LI-600 has been discovered by the
computer software. Connect the instrument to the com-
puter via USB then wait for the LI-600 connected! prompt
to appear, or clickOffline Mode to proceed without a
connected LI-600 and access the Configuration Man-
agement, Data Management, and Connection Overview
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menus and options that are available when no LI-600 is
connected.

Explore LI-600
This section describes the available computer software
menus and subsequent options when selecting Explore LI-
600 with a connected instrument.

Toolbar
The Toolbar includes a drop-down menu in the upper
lefthand corner and four buttons in the upper righthand
corner of the computer software screen.

Drop-downmenu

The drop-down menu on the Toolbar allows for quick nav-
igation to the Configuration Management, Data Man-
agement, Live View, Connection Overview, Instrument
Calibration, Factory Calibration if enabled, and About
Instrument menus.

Instrument Calibration allows you to view user calibration
coefficients and change the user-adjustable parameters.
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The porometer includes three types of sensors whose cal-
ibration parameters can be adjusted by the user: relative
humidity (RH) sensors, flow sensors, and a fluorescence
detector (fluorometer-only option). (To learn more, see Cal-
ibrating the sensors on page 9-7.)

About Instrument displays the instrument serial number,
instrument firmware version, instrument time, porometer
serial number, fluorometer serial number, and the RH
sensor serial number. Check the Allow Factory Calibration
box to enable the Factory Calibration option on the drop-
down menu. In Factory Calibration, values for the Fluoro-
meter, Intensity, Flow In, Flow Out, IRT, RH, and Mis-
cellaneous can be viewed and edited.

Additionally, there are several options to retrieve and reset
the LI-600 to its factory calibration state:

Always click Calibrate to allow any changes to take
effect.

l Automatic Factory Reset: Resets the instrument to
the factory settings using information from the LI-
COR website. This option requires internet access.

l Manual Factory Reset: Manually resets the instru-
ment by importing a factory calibration file from the
computer. This option does not require internet access;
however, the factory calibration file must first be down-
loaded from the LI-COR website.

l Download Factory Calibrations: Downloads a fact-
ory calibration file from the LI-COR website to the
computer.

l Change RH Sensor Serial Number: (when RH is
selected) Allows you to input a different RH sensor
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serial number. Use this option when replacing an RH
sensor.

l Automatic RH Sensor Calibration: (when RH is
selected) Calibrates the RH sensor.

Buttons
The four buttons on the Toolbar include the Home
Screen, Safely Eject Instrument, View Help, and Battery
Level.

Home Screen: This button takes you to the
home screen.

Safely Eject Instrument: This button safely
powers down and ejects the LI-600 from the
computer software.

View Help: This button opens the LI-COR sup-
port website.

Battery Level: This button displays the battery
life of the connected instrument.
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Home Screen

The Home screen includes the Configuration Man-
agement, Data Management, Live View, and Connection
Overview menus.

ConfigurationManagement
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The Configuration Management menu includes two con-
figuration lists: LI-600 Configurations, or those stored on
the instrument, and Local Configurations, or those stored
on the local computer.

LI-600 Configurations

In LI-600 Configurations, there is a list of configurations
that are loaded onto the connected LI-600. This section is
titled according to the connected instrument’s serial num-
ber and organizes the data by Slot, Name, Author, Last
Updated, and ID. Four configurations or Slots can be
uploaded to one instrument.

Two configurations come preloaded onto each LI-600:
Manual gsw and Auto gsw for the LI-600P and Manual
gsw+F and Auto gsw+F for the LI-600PF. They cannot
be updated but can be saved as a new configuration.
The author name LI-COR Default cannot be used for
any other configurations.

Download To Computer: This button downloads
the configuration to Local Configurations. Click
Download on the confirmation prompt to fin-
ish. If a downloaded file has the same name as
another file, it will be given a randomly gen-
erated name (DL-XXX) to avoid a naming con-
flict.
Remove From Instrument: This button removes
the configuration from the LI-600. Click
Remove on the confirmation prompt to finish.
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Local Configurations

In Local Configurations, there is a list of configurations
that were created on the local computer. Sort the con-
figurations by selecting New, Name, Author, Last
Updated, or ID. New indicates a configuration that has
not been uploaded to an LI-600 since its creation or most
recent edit. To sort by ascending or descending, click
twice.

Create New Configuration: This button allows
you to create a new configuration and saves it to
the Local Configurations list.
Import Configuration: This button imports any
configuration on the local computer as a PSAC
file. If an imported file has the same name as
another file, it will be given a randomly gen-
erated name (IM-XXX) to avoid a naming con-
flict. Configurations can be exported and
imported among users' computers.
Edit Configuration: This button allows you to
edit a configuration. This only changes the con-
figuration in Local Configurations; it will not
update it in LI-600 Configurations.
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Upload To Instrument: This button adds the con-
figuration to LI-600 Configurations so it will be
loaded onto the LI-600. Configurations can also
be uploaded by dragging and dropping. Follow
the confirmation prompt to choose the appro-
priate Slot. To replace an existing configuration
in a given slot, click Replace on the con-
firmation prompt. ClickUpload on the con-
firmation prompt to complete.

Export To File: This button exports the con-
figuration to the computer’s local file system.

Delete Configuration: This button removes the
configuration from the Local Configurations
list. ClickDelete on the confirmation prompt
to complete.

Data Management

The Data Management menu includes two data lists: Data
on LI-600, or data files stored on the instrument, and
Local Files, or data files stored on the computer software
and local computer.

Data on LI-600
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Data on LI-600 lists the date of the last data download.
This section is titled according to the instrument’s serial
number.

It is recommended to clear data from the LI-600 after
each download. Otherwise, data from previous down-
loads are redownloaded with new data and occupy
space on the hard drive.

Download Instrument Data: This button down-
loads all existing processed data on the LI-600 to
the computer software. A copy of raw data is
also downloaded to the computer and is inten-
ded as a safety precaution, not for user con-
sumption.
Clear Instrument Data: This button removes all
data from the LI-600; data remain on the local
computer.

Local Files

In Local Files, there is a list of data and metadata that are
stored on the computer software. Sort the local files by
selecting Config Name, Config Author, Date Taken,
Porometer, Fluorometer, orDownloaded At; to sort
by ascending or descending, click twice.

Each data file includes the Number of Observations or
number of measurements taken, Flash Files, Con-
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figuration Last Updated, Firmware Version, and RH
Sensor Serial Number.

Export Selected Files: This button downloads the
selected data files to the computer’s local file sys-
tem.

Toggle Selected Metadata: This button shows or
hides metadata for the selected data files.

Delete Selected Files: This button removes the
selected data files from the Local Files list. Click
Delete on the confirmation prompt to com-
plete.

Live View

The Live View menu allows you to live stream data from
the LI-600 and is recommended for educational settings
and teaching purposes.
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Figure 5-1. Prior to taking a measurement in Live View,
match and allow the graphs to stabilize.
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Figure 5-2. Live data for each selected variable in graph
format is displayed in Live View, allowing you to view and log
live data while taking measurements.

To set up your parameters, select the desired Layouts
option (1, 2, or 4) in the upper lefthand corner.

Depending on the selected option, changing the layout
may reset certain graph boxes.

Navigate through the four variable pages by selecting one
of the four squares or clicking the arrows. Drag and drop
the desired variables under Porometer Measurements 1
into blank or occupied graph boxes; not all boxes need to
be filled. Click CLEAR ALL to remove all variables and
reset the graph boxes.
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If screen size does not adequately display units, select
the graph titles to toggle between chart title and units.

Edit: This button allows you to edit a variable's
YMin, YMax, and XSize.

Remove: This button deletes a variable from the
graph box.

When taking a measurement, data will appear in real time
in the graph boxes. Using the connected LI-600, match
and allow the graphs to stabilize, then take a meas-
urement. Measurement data will appear on the computer
screen and any additional connected screen (e.g., projector
screen).

Always select Done/New Config on the LI-600 to save
the measurement data. Then clear data from the instru-
ment after each download. Otherwise, data from pre-
vious downloads are redownloaded with new data and
occupy space on the hard drive.

Click Log in the upper righthand corner to save the last
sixty minutes of data on a per-second basis to the local
computer; measurement data can also be downloaded
from the LI-600 in the Data Management menu at any
given time.

If you navigate away from the Live View menu, sixty
minutes of live data are automatically saved.
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Connection Overview

The Connection Overview menu allows you to return to
the computer software startup screen. From here, you can
proceed with or without a connected LI-600 or safely eject
a connected instrument.

Offline Mode
This section describes the available computer software
menus and subsequent options when selecting Offline
Mode with or without a connected instrument.

Toolbar
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The Toolbar includes a drop-down menu in the upper
lefthand corner and two buttons in the upper righthand
corner of the computer software screen.

Drop-downmenu
The drop-down menu on the Toolbar allows for quick nav-
igation to the Configuration Management, Data Man-
agement, and Connection Overview menus.

Buttons
The two buttons on the Toolbar include the Home Screen
and View Help.

Home Screen: This button takes you to the
home screen.

View Help: This button opens the LI-COR sup-
port website.
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Home Screen

The Home screen includes the Configuration Man-
agement, Data Management, and Connection Overview
menus.

ConfigurationManagement
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The Configuration Management menu includes the Local
Configurations list or configurations stored on the local
computer.

Local Configurations

In Local Configurations, there is a list of configurations
that were created on the local computer. Sort the con-
figurations by selecting New, Name, Author, Last
Updated, or ID. New indicates a configuration that has
not been uploaded to an LI-600 since its creation or most
recent edit. To sort by ascending or descending, click
twice.

Create New Configuration: This button adds a
new configuration to the Local Configurations
list.
Import Configuration: This button imports any
configuration on the local computer as a PSAC
file. If an imported file has the same name as
another file, it will be given a randomly gen-
erated name (IM-XXX) to avoid a naming con-
flict. Configurations can be exported and
imported among users' computers.
Edit Configuration: This button allows you to
edit a configuration. This only changes the con-
figuration in Local Configurations; it will not
update it in LI-600 Configurations.
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Export To File: This button downloads the con-
figuration to the computer’s local file system.

Delete Configuration: This button removes the
configuration from the Local Configurations
list. ClickDelete on the confirmation prompt
to complete.

Data Management

The Data Management menu includes the Local Files list
or the data files stored on the computer software and con-
nected computer.

Local Files

In Local Files, there is a list of data and metadata that are
stored on the computer software. Sort the local files by
selecting Config Name, Config Author, Date Taken,
Porometer, Fluorometer, or Downloaded At; to sort
by ascending or descending, click twice.
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Offline mode allows you to access previously downloaded
data files frommultiple instruments in Local Files.

If data files frommultiple instruments are stored on the
computer software, select the desired instrument from
the drop-down list to view its files.

Export Selected Files: This button downloads the
selected data files to the computer’s local file sys-
tem.

Toggle Selected Metadata: This button shows or
hides metadata for the selected data files.

Delete Selected Files: This button removes the
selected data files from the Local Files list. Click
Delete on the confirmation prompt to com-
plete.

Connection Overview

The Connection Overview menu allows you to return to
the computer software startup screen. From here, you can
proceed with or without a connected LI-600 or safely eject
a connected instrument.
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Section 6.
Creating a new configuration
This section describes how to create a new configuration
with the LI-600 computer software. A new configuration can
be created with or without a connected LI-600. Because the
Connection Overview screen is accessible without a con-
nected LI-600, you can create a configuration without con-
necting then click Connection Overview from the drop-
down menu to connect your instrument and download
your configuration. When creating a new configuration, cer-
tain variables are accessible only by selecting Include Fluoro-
meter Options under General.

Click the Configuration Management menu. Under Local
Configurations, click Create New Configuration. Then
fill out the following categories.

General

In General, you can title your configuration and enable
fluorometer options. First add a Configuration Name and an
Author. For the LI-600PF model, check the Include Fluoro-
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meter Options box if desired; fluorometer-only options are
hidden if unchecked.

Data Labels

In Data Labels, you can create a data label or organ-
izational list for future measurements. Each configuration
can have three data labels.

Check the Prompt On Log box if desired. If Prompt On
Log is enabled, you can set data label values prior to tak-
ing a measurement. They must also be set after taking a
measurement before moving onto the next. If Prompt On
Log is disabled, you can only set data label values prior to
taking a measurement. They do not need to be entered
after taking each measurement to move onto the next.

Then clickNew Data Label. Add a Data Label Name
then select Number, List, or Barcode.

Select Number and check the Auto-Increment box for
automatic numbering.
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Select List to add up to three subsections (e.g., Corn,
Tobacco, Beans) by clicking the plus button; drag and
drop the subsections to change their order of appearance
on the instrument display.

Select Barcode to enable the barcode scanner for the given
configuration.

Drag and drop the data labels to change their order of
appearance on the instrument display.

Automode Setup

In Automode Setup, you can select Automode, gSW,
and/or F (fluorometer-only option).

Automode enables or disables Auto Mode measurements
on the instrument (see Taking a measurement in Auto
Mode on page 4-5). Auto Mode automatically monitors sta-
bility criteria, which can be set by you, to log a meas-
urement.

The instrument’s stability criteria is determined by two
variables: gsw (stomatal conductance) and F (demodulated
fluorescence signal).

Select Automode to access the gsw and F variable options.

At least one variable must be selected to enable Auto
Mode.
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Then select the desired variables (gsw, F, or both) then a
Preset (Fast, Medium, or Custom). If selecting Fast or
Medium: the Stability Limit (gsw-specific option), Slope
Limit (F-specific option), and Period over which to cal-
culate the change are automatically determined. If select-
ing Custom, you can set Stability Limit, Slope Limit, and
Period (1, 2, or 4 seconds). (See Table 6-1 on the facing
page.)

The LI-600 retains up to 4 seconds of 1 Hz data to cal-
culate stability criteria where X is either gsw or F and t is
the time for a given measurement (i.e., t = 0 is the most
recent measurement and t - 7 is the oldest stored meas-
urement).

Figure 6-1. Example data of a gsw time series using auto-
matically determined stability criteria.
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Preset
Stability Limit
(gsw)

Slope Limit
(F)

Period
(s)

Fast 0.005 5 2
Medium 0.001 1 2
Custom user specified user spe-

cified
1, 2, or
4

Table 6-1. Automode Setup variable options.

Remarks

In Remarks, you can create an optional comment (e.g.,
Poor Clamp) that can be added to a measurement on the
Next Step screen. Click Add Remark then add a com-
ment under Remark.
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Measurement Settings

In Measurement Settings, you can select values for Flow,
Match Frequency, Flash (fluorometer-only option), Fluor-
escence Constants (fluorometer-only option), and Mod-
ulation (fluorometer-only option).

If the Dark Adapted box is checked or the Rectangular
or Multiphase Flash options are selected, values in the
Flash and Modulation automatically set to default.

Flow is the flow rate generated by the pump to the leaf
aperture; select Low (75), Medium (115), or High (150).

High flow is recommended for most applications to
provide the fastest measurement speed with no
observed reduction in sensitivity.
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Match frequency is how often a match of the RH sensors
is triggered; enter the desired time increment after which
the instrument will automatically match.

Matching can be manually performed on the Advanced
Settings screen.

Flash (fluorometer-only option) determines whether the
measurements are light- or dark-adapted. Check the Dark
Adapted box if desired then select Rectangular or Mul-
tiphase Flash (light-adapted option) and input the desired
Flash Intensity and Flash Length.

Fluorescence Constants (fluorometer-only option)
includes Leaf Absorptance and Fraction Abs PSII. Enter
the desired values.

Modulation (fluorometer-only option) is the modulation
rate of the LEDs that are responsible for making the fluor-
escence measurement. Input the desired Actinic Mod-
ulation Rate. Integrated Modulation Intensity is auto-
matically calculated.

Display Layout

In Display Layout, you can customize the layout and vari-
ables that are visible on the LI-600 display. Select a 2- or 8-
panel layout for the Logged screen or the Flash Complete
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screen. To change variables, click inside the variable box
then select the desired variable from the list. Not all vari-
able boxes need to be filled; click CLEAR from the list to
leave a variable box blank. Click Clear All to remove all
variables from the layout and Default to reset the layout.

All variables are accessible in the downloaded data file,
not just those added to the display layout.

Preview

In Preview, you can view a simulation of the prepared con-
figuration. ClickDisplay to view the the Logged screen
or the Flash Complete screen and Data Labels to view
any data labels that will appear after each measurement.

Click Save Configuration to save the configuration.
Select the Upload button under Local Configurations to
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add it to the LI-600. Up to four configurations can be
uploaded to the instrument.

A red error notice appears if required information is not
complete; fill out this information to save the con-
figuration.
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Section 7.
Data files
This section describes how to transfer and view data files
from the LI-600.

Data file components
In the Data Management menu, data files are listed under
Local Files. A data file is a collection of measurements that
have 9 identical parameters.

l Measurement date (Year/Month/Day)
l Configuration last updated date
l Configuration name
l Configuration author
l Instrument serial number
l Instrument firmware version
l Porometer serial number
l Fluorometer serial number
l RH sensor serial number

Each data file includes the following components.

l Observation number
l Measurement time and date
l Configuration name
l Configuration author
l Remark
l Barcode
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l Data labels
l Variables
l Match time and date
l Flash ID, type, and intensity
l Instrument serial number
l Porometer serial number
l Fluorometer serial number
l Firmware version
l Configuration last updated date

Several components may not have data if they were not
specified in the configuration (i.e., remark, data labels) or
used in the measurement (i.e., barcode). Other com-
ponents are fluorometer-only (i.e., flash ID, type, and
intensity and fluorometer serial number).

To view a data file’s metadata, select the data file in the
computer software then the Toggle Selected Metadata but-
ton. The metadata includes Number of Observations,
Flash Files, Configuration Last Updated, and Firmware
Version. The Number of Observations is the number of
measurements in the data file.

Flash files are fluorometer data files. If a data file contains
measurements that used a fluorometer, multiple files are
downloaded when you select Export Selected Files: the
data file and a flash file for each measurement that used a
fluorometer (if applicable). Each data file includes the fol-
lowing components.

l Flash ID
l Measurement time and date
l Instrument serial number
l Porometer serial number
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l Fluorometer serial number
l Variables

Configuration Last Updated is the date when the given
data file’s configuration was last updated. Firmware Ver-
sion is the version that was used when the measurements
were taken.

Downloading data from the LI-600

To download data from the LI-600 to the computer soft-
ware, connect the instrument to your local computer via
USB then open the computer software. Click the Data
Management menu. Under Data on LI-600, clickDown-
load Instrument Data then clickDownload on the con-
firmation prompt to complete. All existing data on the LI-
600 will be downloaded onto the computer software and
copied to your computer.

After a successful download, clickOK on the confirmation
prompt.
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Then click Clear on the confirmation prompt to clear all
data off the instrument or Cancel. Clearing removes all
data from the LI-600, not your computer.

It is recommended that you clear the instrument after
each session. Otherwise, data from previous sessions are
redownloaded with new data and occupy space on the
hard drive.
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Downloading data from the computer
software

To download data from the computer software, select the
desired data files under Local Files. Click Export Selec-
ted Files to download the selected data files to the com-
puter’s local file system. Check the Export Flash Files box
to download the selected data files' raw flash files with the
data files. In the web browser, save the data files. All data
files save as plain text in .CSV format in a .zip file that is
compatible with any spreadsheet application.
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Section 8.
Troubleshooting
This section describes how to identify potential issues with
the LI-600 and any warnings that may appear on the instru-
ment display. If you cannot find a solution in this section,
contact your local distributor or LI-COR technical support
for additional help.

Potential issues
This section describes the potential issues that can arise with
the LI-600 and how to address them.

Instrument will not power on
If the instrument will not power, ensure that your battery is
charged and the power supply is adequate when charging;
the power supply needs to source at least 1 Amp at 5 VDC.

Ensure that your cable and battery are functioning properly
(see "Removing and inserting a battery" on page 9-4).

Instrument will not seal on a leaf
If the instrument will not seal on a leaf when taking a meas-
urement, re-clamp on the leaf while avoiding the veins. If
there is debris in the aperture clamp or leaf gasket, carefully
remove it with a foam swab then re-clamp.

Do not apply pressure to the aperture clamp to achieve a
seal on the leaf. This can warp the aperture clamp,
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interfere with the instrument’s optics, and produce
measurement errors.

Instrument will not automatically log a
measurement
If the instrument will not automatically log a meas-
urement, ensure that Auto Mode is enabled for the given
configuration (see Automode Setup on page 6-3).

Ensure that the instrument is properly sealing on a leaf.

Ensure that stability criteria are adequate for your meas-
urement.

The display layout is blank
A blank layout will appear on the displa if no variables
have been selected for the configuration. A measurement
can still be taken even if the display layout is blank. Selec-
ted the desired variables for the layout in Display Layout
(see Display Layout on page 6-7).

A blank layout will appear on the display if a con-
figuration was removed from the instrument before exit-
ing a corresponding menu. A measurement can still be
taken even if the display layout is blank. Upload the
desired configuration using the computer software then
select it on the instrument.

The computer software displays a warning
message when connecting the LI-600
If the computer software displays a warning message
when connecting the LI-600, the firmware version or com-
puter software version may require updates.
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Your application software is currently at version...": An
updated version of the LI-600 computer software is avail-
able for download. Click CLICK HERE to download! to
update the computer software and proceed to the LI-600
connected! screen.

LI-600 Firmware Is Incompatible With Software!: An LI-600
is powered on and has been discovered by the computer
software via USB, but the instrument firmware is incom-
patible with the computer software. ClickOffline Mode
to access the Configuration Management, Data Man-
agement, and Connection Overview menus without
updating the firmware. Click Install Bundled Firm-
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ware to update the firmware and proceed to the LI-600
connected! screen.

The computer software displays a warning
message when updating the firmware
If the computer software displays a warning message
when updating the firmware, the instrument may have
been disconnected while updating the firmware.

Failed to identify this instrument!: An LI-600 is powered on
and has been discovered by the computer via USB, but it
was disconnected while updating the firmware. Power
cycle the LI-600 by powering it down then on again, click
Reattempt Identification, or reinstall the firmware.

The new RH sensor serial number has not
updated
If the new RH sensor has not updated, it may have been
installed without updating the serial number. The RH
sensor serial number does not automatically update and
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must be updated in the computer software to obtain the
correct calibration information.

If a new RH sensor is installed without updating the
serial number, the LI-600 will continue logging data
using the previous RH sensor serial number.

Ensure that the new RH sensor serial number has been
updated via the computer software for the instrument (see
Changing the RH sensor serial number on page 9-17).

The RH values and sample RH are high
If the RH values on the display are 95% or above, water
may have entered the cuvette (see Cleaning the LI-600 on
page 9-1). If the sample RH (RH Sample) value on the dis-
play is 95% or above, clamp onto a stable object and flush
the instrument’s system until the sample RH value drops
to match the reference RH (RH Ref).

Instrument warnings
This section describes the warnings that can appear on the
LI-600 display and how to address them.

Instrument warnings will appear as the following symbol
on the instrument display.

To determine the warning type, open the Advanced Set-
tings screen then select Warnings.

Matching. Do not clamp on leaf.
The Matching warning appears when the LI-600 is first
powered on and when you select Match on the Advanced
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Settings screen. Always allow the instrument to match
before proceeding.

Low memory
The Low Memory warning appears then there is less than
10% of the memory remaining. Stop using the instru-
ment; download all data then clear all data from the instru-
ment before proceeding.

Low battery
The Low Battery warning appears when there is less than
10% of the battery life remaining. Stop using the instru-
ment and charge the battery.

Blower off
The Blower Off warning appears when the blower is off.
To turn the blower on, power on the LI-600 and select a
configuration; the blower should automatically turn on.

If the warning persists, power on the LI-600 then connect
it to a computer via USB. Open the computer software.
Click the drop down menu on the Toolbar then select
Instrument Calibration. Select and begin any of the four
Calibration Types then click Turn Blower On.

Pump
The Pump warning appears when the Flow In sensor is <
90% of the flow set point (i.e., unable to reach the desired
flow). Ensure that the inlet is not blocked. If the warning
persists, ensure that the filter is clean; if it is dirty, replace
the filter. If the warning persists, replace the pump.
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Section 9.
Maintenance
This section describes typical maintenance procedures for the
LI-600.

Work indoors in a clean environment when removing the
instrument shells to prevent the loss of any parts.

Storing the LI-600
The following are basic steps to take when storing the LI-600
in order to best prepare it for future use.

l Power down and store it in the carrying case when not in
use; this will keep dust, insects, and other contaminants
out of the aperture.

l Store it in an air-conditioned environment.
l Charge the battery to 60% capacity prior to long-term

storage.
l Disconnect the power supply.

Cleaning the LI-600
The following are basic cleaning procedures for maintaining
the LI-600 to ensure proper function.

Always power off the LI-600 before cleaning.
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l Clean the IRT sensor.
Regularly check that the IRT sensor is clean. Use foam
swabs and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to carefully clean
the IRT sensor.

l Clean the fluorometer.
Regularly check that the fluorometer is clean. Use foam
swabs, a microfiber cloth, and IPA to carefully clean
the fluorometer optics.

l Clean the RH sensors.
Regularly check that the RH sensors are clean. Use
deionized (DI) water to carefully clean the RH sensors.
Do not use IPA on the RH sensors. Dry them with
compressed air, then bake them for 6 hours at 100 to
120 °C. Never touch the RH sensors or buffer volume
in the instrument head, as oils on the skin and
scratches can affect the instrument’s performance.

l Clean the barcode window, quantum sensor,
aperture clamp, and leaf gasket.
Regularly check that the barcode window, quantum
sensor, aperture clamp, and leaf gasket are clean, as dirt
and debris may accumulate after active use. Use foam
swabs and DI water to carefully clean them. If dirt
remains on the leaf gasket, gently wash it in water and
completely dry it before reinserting. If needed, replace
it with a new gasket.

l Clean the vents on the shells.
Regularly check that the four vents on the instrument
head shells are clean. After removing the instrument
shells, use compressed air to carefully clean the vents
and any additional enclosure parts.

l Avoid water entering the cuvette.
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Water can damage the cuvette and the flow path. If
the leaf you plan to measure has water or condensation
on it, gently and thoroughly dry the top and bottom
of the leaf. If water enters the cuvette, disassemble the
instrument and remove the water using a foam swab.

Removing the instrument head shells
Internal maintenance procedures require removal of the
instrument head shells. The following tutorial describes
the steps to take when removing the shells.

To attach the instrument head shells, reverse the removal
steps.

1 Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the seven screws on
the left side of the instrument head.

Figure 9-1. Remove the shell on the left side.

2 Remove the five screws on the right of the instrument.
Set the shells and screws aside for safekeeping.
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Figure 9-2. Remove the shell on the right side.

Figure 9-3. Shell removal allows you to perform internal
maintenance.

Removing and inserting a battery
The following tutorial describes the steps to take when
removing and inserting a battery.

Removing and inserting a battery is an infrequent oper-
ation for the LI-600 and only required when the battery
no longer functions properly.

1 Prepare the LI-600.

Power off the instrument and ground yourself to avoid
potential electrostatic discharge.
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2 Remove the shells.

Remove the shells on the instrument head. Set the
shells safely aside (see Removing the instrument head
shells on page 9-3).

3 Unplug the battery connector.

On the right side of the instrument head, locate the
cable clip. Push down on the clip and disconnect the
battery connector.

4 Remove the coverings on the instrument handle.

Remove the six screws nearest the USB port on the
handle using a Phillips screwdriver; do not remove the
two hex screws at the end of the handle. Gently spread
apart the left and right handle coverings but do not
remove completely.

5 Detach the endcap.

The dust cap may dislodge while removing the end-
cap. Set both safely aside.

6 Remove the old battery.

To the right of the connector slot, ease the wires out
from behind the tab. Gently remove the old battery
from the handle, guiding the battery connector out
through the connector slot in the instrument head.

7 Insert the new battery.

Gently insert the new battery into the handle, guiding
the battery connector in through the connector slot in
the instrument head. Place the wires behind the tab.

8 Replace all parts in reverse order.

Replace the dust cap, endcap, and instrument handle
coverings. Plug in the battery connector and replace
the instrument head shells.
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After a battery replacement or any other repair, verify the
safe state of the instrument by ensuring that the display is
powered off and no noise is generated by the fan.

Replacing the air intake filter
The air intake filter serves to remove solid particles from air
before it is drawn through the LI-600 porometry system.

The following tutorial describes the steps to take when
replacing the air intake filter.

1 Remove the shells.

Remove the shells on the instrument head. Set the
shells safely aside (see Removing the instrument head
shells on page 9-3).

2 Remove the filter cover.

Figure 9-4. Remove the screws to remove the filter cover.

3 Remove the filter.

Remove the filter using gloves or tweezers, as oils on
the skin and scratches can damage the filter.
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Figure 9-5. Remove the filter cover using gloves or tweez-
ers.

4 Install the replacement filter.

Insert the replacement filter from the accessories kit.
Always use gloves or tweezers, as oils on the skin and
scratches can damage the filter.

5 Replace all parts in reverse order.

Replace the filter cover and instrument head shells.

Calibrating the sensors
The porometer includes three types of sensors whose cal-
ibration parameters can be adjusted by the user: relative
humidity (RH) sensors, flow sensors, and a fluorescence
detector. This section describes the process of setting the
available parameters for each sensor.

To view user calibration coefficients and change the user-
adjustable parameters, connect the LI-600 to the computer
software. In the drop-down menu on the Toolbar, select
Instrument Calibration. (For sensor equations, see Theory
of operation on page 10-1)

All calibration coefficients can be viewed in Factory Cal-
ibration if enabled in the About Instrument menu.
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RH sensors
RH sensor parameters include Zero, or the sensor’s
response to dry air, and Span, or the sensor’s response to a
known dew point or H2Omole fraction.

Using the LI-600 pump
The following tutorial describes the steps to take when dry-
ing the RH sensors using the internal pump and zero kit.

1 Prepare the LI-600.

Power off the instrument.
2 Remove the shells.

Remove the shells on the instrument head. Set the
shells safely aside (see Removing the instrument head
shells on page 9-3).

3 Remove the filter cover and filter.

The H2O buffer material is in the flow path and must
be removed to zero the RH sensors. Using gloves,
remove the filter cover and filter.

Figure 9-6. Remove the filter cover and filter using gloves
or tweezers.

4 Remove the pump cover and pump.
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Remove the four screws on the pump cover then
remove it. Using gloves, remove the pump to gain
access to the H2O buffer material.
Handle the black plastic corners only.

5 Remove the H2O buffer material.

Always use gloves or tweezers to remove the H2O buf-
fer material, as oils on the skin and scratches can reduce
its buffering efficacy.
Alternatively, turn the LI-600 over a container to col-
lect the H2O buffer material.

Figure 9-7. Remove the buffer material using gloves or
tweezers.

6 Reinstall the filter cover, filter, pump cover, and pump.

Reinstall the parts with the H2O buffer material
removed.

7 Connect the zero kit.

Attach the zero kit to the air inlet next to the tripod
mount via the 10-32 fitting.
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Figure 9-8. Attach the zero kit.

8 Seal the leaf aperture.

To seal the leaf aperture, clamp on a plastic bag or sim-
ilar material.

9 Open Instrument Calibration.

Power on the LI-600. Connect it to a computer via
USB then open the computer software. Click the drop-
down menu on the Toolbar then select Instrument Cal-
ibration.

10 Power on the internal pump.

Select RH Zero then click Begin RH Zero Cal-
ibration to view the RH Ref and RH Sample. Click
TURN PUMP ON.

11 Dry the RH sensors.

Wait for RH to stabilize at +/- 1% then select Zero in
the computer software. If trending down, zeroing is
not required.
Ensure that the chemicals are fresh, such as Drierite®
(P/N 622-10509), to provide a low dew point.

12 Reinstall all parts in reverse order.

Reinstall the H2O buffer material, pump, pump cover,
filter, filter cover, and instrument head shells.
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Using a user-supplied airstream
The following tutorial describes the steps to take when dry-
ing the RH sensors using a user-supplied airstream from
an air tank. Alternatively, you can use a user-supplied
pump and the zero kit (P/N 9968-258) with chemicals to
dry the RH sensors. If using an external pump with the
zero kit, ensure that the chemicals are fresh, such as Drier-
ite, to provide a low dew point.

Using an airstream in the RH sensor zeroing process
requires the least disassembly.

1 Prepare the LI-600.

Power on the instrument.
2 Open Instrument Calibration.

Connect the LI-600 to a computer via USB then open
the computer software. Click the drop-down menu on
the Toolbar then select Instrument Calibration.

3 Power off the pump.

Select RH Zero then click Begin RH Zero Cal-
ibration to view the RH Ref and RH Sample. Click
TURN PUMP OFF.

4 Remove the leaf clamp.

Gently but firmly pull on the leaf clamp to remove it
from the instrument.
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Figure 9-9. Remove the leaf clamp.

5 Attach the calibration clamp.

Gently but firmly attach the calibration clamp. The cal-
ibration clamp is equipped with a 10-32 hose barb for
tube connection (P/N 9960-327).

6 Attach the air tank.

Connect a tank of ultrapure dry air to the calibration
clamp, ensuring that the tube connection does not pre-
vent the clamp from sealing properly.
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Figure 9-10. Attach a tank of ultrapure dry air to the cal-
ibration clamp.

Figure 9-11. Visual representation of an attached air tank.

7 Dry the RH sensors.

Deliver an airstream across the RH sensors for 30
minutes to 1 hour. Do not allow maximum airflow to
exceed 0.25 LPM. The Flow or inlet flow sensor will
read negative values (i.e., appoximately -30 to -100
µmol s-1) due to the airflow toward both the air
exhaust and air inlet. Flow_s will read positive values
(i.e., appoximately 100 to 200 µmol s-1).

Zero
The following tutorial describes the steps to take when
zeroing the RH sensors.
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1 Pump for drying the RH sensors.

Proper drying of the RH sensors can take up to 30
minutes, as water adheres to all surfaces in the flow
path. This ensures that no water remains in the system.
Dry the sensors using one of two methods: using user-
supplied airstream or using the LI-600 pump. If drying
the sensors by delivering an airstream across the sensors
using either a tank of dry gas (recommended) or an
alternate airstreammethod, see Using a user-supplied air-
stream on page 9-11. If delivering airflow across the
sensors via the LI-600 pump only, see Using the LI-600
pump on page 9-8. If the resulting RH is <1% and
trending down after several minutes, the zero does not
require resetting.

2 Open Instrument Calibration.

Connect the LI-600 to a computer via USB then open
the computer software. Click the drop-down menu on
the Toolbar then select Instrument Calibration.

3 Power off the pump and power on the blower.

Select RH Zero then click Begin RH Zero Cal-
ibration to view the RH Ref and RH Sample. Click
TURN PUMP OFF then click TURN BLOWER ON.

4 Zero the RH sensors.

When the RH stabilizes, click Zero for RH Ref then
again on the confirmation prompt to reset the zero.
Click Apply on the second confirmation prompt to fin-
ish. Repeat for RH Sample.

Span
A known H2O input is required to span the RH sensors
using another H2O analyzer or a dew point generator.
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The following tutorial describes the steps to take when
spanning the RH sensors.

1 Prepare the LI-600.

Power on the instrument.
2 Open Instrument Calibration.

Connect the LI-600 to a computer via USB then open
the computer software. Click the drop-down menu on
the Toolbar then select Instrument Calibration.

3 Set the H2O input.

Select RH Span then click Begin RH Span Cal-
ibration to view the RH Ref and RH Sample. Select
either Dew Point or Mole Fraction then enter the
desired H2O input.

4 Power off the pump.

Select Utility then click TURN PUMP OFF.
5 Remove the leaf clamp.

Gently but firmly pull on the leaf clamp to remove it
from the instrument.

Figure 9-12. Remove the leaf clamp.
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6 Attach the calibration clamp.

Gently but firmly attach the calibration clamp. The cal-
ibration clamp is equipped with a 10-32 hose barb for
tube connection.

7 Attach the dew point generator.

Connect a dew point generator to the calibration
clamp, ensuring that the tube connection does not pre-
vent the clamp from sealing properly.

8 Span the RH sensors.

Deliver an airstream across the RH sensors then click
Span in the computer software when they stabilize,
which can take approximately 30 minutes. Do not
allow maximum airflow to exceed 0.25 LPM. The Flow
or inlet flow sensor will read negative values (i.e.,
approximately -30 to -100 µmol s-1) due to the airflow
toward both the air exhaust and air inlet. Flow_s will
read positive values (i.e., appoximately 100 to 200 µmol
s-1).

Flow sensors
The flow sensors’ response to no active flow can alter over
time and can be reset. The following tutorial describes the
steps to take when resetting the flow sensors.

No disassembly is required to reset the flow sensors.

1 Open Instrument Calibration.

Connect the LI-600 to a computer via USB then open
the computer software. Click the drop-down menu on
the Toolbar then select Instrument Calibration.

2 Power off the pump and blower.

Select Flow Zero then click Begin Flow Zero Cal-
ibration to view Flow In Zero and Flow Out Zero.
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Click TURN PUMP OFF then click
TURN BLOWER OFF.

3 Zero the flow sensors.

When Flow In Zero and Flow Out Zero stabilize, click
Zero for Flow In Zero then again on the confirmation
prompt to reset the zero. Click Apply on the second
confirmation prompt to finish. Repeat for Flow Out
Zero. If Flow In Zero stabilizes at +/- 1 or Flow Out
Zero at +/- 5, the zero does not require resetting.

Fluorescence detector
The fluorescence detector (fluorometer-only option) can
be reset to remove any offsets in the detector electronics.
The following tutorial describes the steps to take when
resetting the fluorescence detector.

1 Open Instrument Calibration.

Connect the LI-600 to a computer via USB then open
the computer software. Click the drop-down menu on
the Toolbar then select Instrument Calibration.

2 Check the fluorometer response.

Select FLR Zero then click Begin FLR Zero Cal-
ibration to view FLR Zero. Click Zero then ensure
that the Flr Response with an empty cuvette is approx-
imately +/- 5 units.

3 Zero the fluorescence detector.

If Flr response is not approximately +/- 5 units, click
Zero to reset the zero for the fluorescence detector.

Changing the RH sensor serial number
The RH sensor can be replaced by the user. However, the
RH sensor serial number does not automatically update
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and must be updated in the computer software to obtain
the correct calibration information.

This tutorial describes the steps to take when changing the
RH sensor serial number.

If a new RH sensor is installed without updating the
serial number, the LI-600 will continue logging data
using the previous RH sensor serial number.

1 Open Factory Calibration.

Connect the LI-600 to a computer via USB then open
the computer software. In Explore the LI-600, select
the drop-down menu on the Toolbar then select
About Instrument. Check the Factory Calibration box
then click Close. Select the drop-down menu again to
allow the software to register the change then click
Factory Calibration.

2 Calibrate the RH sensor.

Select RH under Factory Calibration then click Cal-
ibrate. ClickOK on the confirmation prompt.

3 Change the RH sensor serial number.

The Change RH Sensor Serial Number and Auto-
matic RH Sensor Calibration buttons will appear.
Click Change RH Sensor Serial Number then
input the serial number. ClickOK on the confirmation
prompt.

4 Calibrate the RH sensor.

Click Automatic RH Sensor Calibration to calibrate
the RH sensor.
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Section 10.
Theory of operation
The LI-600 is equipped to measure two different aspects of
leaf photosynthesis. The porometer uses a mass balance for
water vapor flux from the leaf to compute stomatal con-
ductance. The fluorometer uses optical techniques to probe
the quantum yield of photosystem II. This section describes
the theory and equations behind these measurements and
provides an overview of other sensors in the LI-600.

Leaf porometer
The LI-600 porometer is an open system. Stomatal con-
ductance (gsw) is computed from transpiration (E) in a leaf
cuvette and leaf temperature (Tleaf) is measured by a non-con-
tact infrared thermometer. Transpiration is computed from
the difference in H2O in an air-stream flowing through a leaf
cuvette (Figure 10-1 on the next page).
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Figure 10-1. The cuvette has relative humidity (RH) sensors
that measure the air stream before and after it interacts with
the leaf. Flow rates are measured before and after the
cuvette, and leaf temperature is measured in the cuvette.

Derivation of equations
The mass balance of water vapor in an open system at
steady-state is given by

10-1

where s is leaf area (m2), E is transpiration (mol m-2 s-1), ui,
uo (µmol s-1) are flow rates into and out of the leaf cuvette,
respectively,Wref,Wsam are water vapor mole fractions into
and out of the leaf cuvette (mol H2Omol air-1). Since
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10-2

we can substitute equation 10-2 into equation 10-1 to
write

10-3

Solving equation 10-3 for E gives

10-4

Total conductance to water vapor is given by

10-5

where gtw is total conductance to water vapor (mol H2O
m-2 s-1), and Wleaf is the calculated molar concentration of
water vapor within the leaf inter-cellular air-space (mol
H2Omol air-1). Wleaf is calculated frommeasured leaf tem-
perature and pressure (equations 10-7 and 10-9).

Calculation of stomatal conductance (gsw) requires
removal of the contribution from the boundary layer (gbw)

10-6

where (gsw) is the one-sided stomatal conductance to water
vapor, and (gbw) is the one-sided boundary layer con-
ductance, both in (mol H2Om-2 s-1).

Boundary layer conductance in the LI-600 cuvette is a
function of the flow rate (equation 10-10).

The actual measurements for water vapor being made in
the LI-600 are done using relative humidity sensors on the
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inlet and outlets of the cuvette. In order to calculate the
mass balance as described above, the relative humidities
must be converted to molar fractions, requiring additional
measurements for the temperature of the sensors (Tref) and
the atmospheric pressure (Press).

The vapor pressures are calculated from the relative humid-
ity measurement and a saturation vapor function from
Buck (1981):

10-7

where satvap(T) is the saturation vapor pressure (kPa) at
the given temperature T (°C)

10-8

where VPx is the calculated vapor pressure (kPa) with x is
'cham','ref' or 'leaf', rhx is the relative humidity (%) meas-
ured by the LI-600 sensors and Tref (°C) is the temperature
read by a thermistor in the block adjacent to the RH
sensors. For calculation of leaf vapor pressure, it is assumed
that the internal air-space is at saturation, i.e., relative
humidity within the leaf is 100%, which reduces the equa-
tion to equation 10-7.

Water vapor concentrations are dependent on the atmo-
spheric pressure and must be calculated in order to solve
the mass balance

10-9

whereH2Ox is the water vapor concentration in reference,
sample cuvette and leaf (mmol H2Omol air-1) VPx is the
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vapor pressure from equation 10-8 and Press is atmo-
spheric Pressure (kPa).

Boundary layer conductance
The portion of the leaf in the cuvette has the boundary
layer stripped by the air flow across the leaf surface. The
conductance of the boundary layer is measured using a
source of temperature-controlled water vapor where total
conductance = boundary layer conductance.

10-10gbw = flow2 × -6.755E-5 + 0.0292302 × flow

where flow is the cuvette flow rate in (µmol s-1).

Implementation of equations in the LI-600
The equations implemented in the LI-600 are shown
below.

Sensor calculations
The following equations convert the sensor read-out in
volts to the appropriate units. The RH and flow sensor
equations currently take the following form to allow for
factory calibration and user-adjustable zero and span set-
tings:

10-11

where V is the voltage read from the sensor, Z is a user-set-
table zero parameter and S is a user-settable span para-
meter and f(x) is a 3rd or 4th order polynomial.

RH sensors
The RH Sensors have a small sensitivity to temperature
that must be accounted for. A temperature correction
occurs both in the 'zero' setting and in the calibration
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function. The sample RH sensor also must be corrected for
a match offset, as shown in Additional calculations for poro-
metry on page 10-8. We will use the terminology of RHr

and RHs to indicate sensors before the cuvette (reference)
and sensors after the cuvette (sample). Note that a match
offset is applied to the RHs value (equation 10-16).

10-12a

10-12b

wheremx and bxz are factory-determined coefficients and
Tref is a thermistor embedded in the block adjacent to the
RH sensors.

Converting RH sensor voltage to RH (%) requires 4 fact-
ory-determined coefficients and the zero and span setting
for each sensor.

10-13a

10-13b

where subscript r and s represent the reference and sample
RH sensors, respectively. is the sensor voltage, is
the user-settable sensor zero, is the user-settable span
(nominally 1.0).

RH (%) is then computed from y with a 3rd order poly-
nomial

10-14a

10-14b

where ax, bx, cx and dx are factory-determined coefficients
for each RH sensor.
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Matching RH sensors
The above equations describe calculations for the RH
sensors. Any offset between the two sensors must be
accounted for by matching them.

10-15

10-16

Flow sensors
Converting flow sensor voltage to a flow rate (µmol s-1)
requires 4 factory-determined coefficients and a zero and
span setting for each flow sensor.

10-17a

10-17b

where subscript In orOut are for the flow sensors entering
and exiting the cuvette, respectively, VflowX is the sensor
voltage, ZflowX is the user-settable sensor zero (nominally
0.6), SflowX is the user-settable span (nominally 1.0).

Flow (µmol s-1) is then computed from y with a 4th order
polynomial

10-18a

10-18b

where ax, bx, cx and dx are factory-determined coefficients
for each flow sensor.
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Infrared temperature sensor
Leaf temperature (°C) is computed as a function of the ref-
erence temperature and the IRT sensor response

10-19

where Vleaf is the voltage from the IRT target, Tref is the ref-
erence temperature and atl to gtl are factory coefficients.

PAR sensor
Photosynthetically active radiation (µmol m-2 s-1) is com-
puted from a factory-calibrated photodiode response.

10-20

where Vpar is the voltage measured from the sensor,
Zquantum is a user-settable offset for when no light reaches
the sensor, and Qcoeff is a factory calibration with units of

.

Additional calculations for porometry
10-21

10-22

10-23

10-24

10-25

10-26
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10-27

10-28

10-29

10-30gbw = flow2 × -6.755E-5 + 0.0292302 × flow

10-31

10-32

User calibration procedures
Users can adjust calibrations for the flow sensors (zero
only) and the RH sensors (zero and 1-point span).

RH sensor zero
Re-setting the zero set-point on an RH sensor will alter the
offset parameter for a given sensor (brhr or brhs in equations
10-12a and 10-12b). A pre-requisite to starting a cal-
ibration is access to tank air or a column of chemical to
scrub H2O from the air-stream. Ensure dry conditions
prior to re-setting a zero, which can take 30 minutes or
more of flowing dry air across the sensors.

Upon initiation, the calibration routine averages 10
seconds of data for Tref and Vx and then re-calculate the
zero intercept:

10-33
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After calculating bxnew, the user must confirm the new set-
point. The new value will then stored to memory.

RH sensor span
Re-setting the span set-point is an adjustment of the para-
meter Sx in equations 10-13a and 10-13b for each sensor,
respectively. A pre-requisite to starting a calibration is
access to a known H2O source, such as a dew-point gen-
erator. The known quantity might be in a dew-point tem-
perature, or potentially in mole fraction units. The
software will accept either unit and convert to the correct
relative humidity at the sensor using equations 10-7,
10-21, and 10-25, with Press coming from the LI-600 pres-
sure sensor and Tref coming from the LI-600 reference ther-
mistor.

The span setting requires all calibration parameters for a
given sensor from equations 10-12a, 10-12b, 10-13a,
10-13b, 10-14a, and 10-14b, as well as rhtrue, current ref-
erence temperature Tref and the voltage of the sensor Vx.

Upon initiation, the calibration routine averages 10
seconds of data for Tref and Vx and then re-calculate the
span

10-34

where is inverse of equations 10-14a and

10-14b, Tref and Vx are the current values read by the RH
and Temperature sensors and mx and other parameters are
the current calibration values for the sensor from equa-
tions 10-14a, and 10-14b. After calculating Sxnew, the new
value is stored to memory.
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Flow sensors zero
Re-setting the zero set-point on a flow sensor will alter the
offset parameter for a given sensor (Zflowx in equations
10-17a and 10-17b). If you select the option to zero the
flow sensors, the software powers down the pump and
the blower before re-setting the zero. The calibration pro-
cedure will need the current zero parameters (Zx from
equations 10-17a and 10-17b) and current values for the
voltage reading on the flow sensor (Vflowx) with the
pump/blower OFF.

The calibration routine averages 10 seconds of data for
Vflowx and then re-sets the zero:

10-35a

10-35b

After calculating Zflowx, the new value is stored to memory.

Fluorometer
The LI-600 fluorometer is a Pulse-Amplitude Modulated
(PAM) fluorometer with a measuring beam provided by
two LEDs focused on the portion of leaf in the porometer
cuvette. Fluorescence is detected via a single detector loc-
ated between the LED measuring beams, filtered by a 750
± 40 nm band-pass filter. Fluorescence is detected then
from ~700 to 780 nm, which gathers the majority of fluor-
escence from PSII but is also contaminated with PSI flor-
escence in a similar fashion to the LI-6800 Portable
Photosynthesis System fluorometer (Genty et al., 1989,
Pfundel et al., 2013).

Actinic light is not provided by the LI-600 fluorometer
but rather by ambient light which could be natural sun-
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light or any number of artificial light sources. The two
LEDs are both modulated at a constant frequency and
provide both the measuring beam and saturating flash.
One unique aspect of the design (compared to other LI-
COR fluorometers), is that the saturating flash is not
delivered as a constant output but is modulated at high
frequencies to achieve the necessary high light intensity.
The use of both LEDs for providing the measuring beam
and saturating flash has a few advantages over using a
single LED for each purpose, including 1) improved light
uniformity from light reaching the leaf frommultiple
angles and 2) increased peak intensity for the measuring
beam, leading to 3) improved signal-to-noise ratio.

The peak intensities of the measuring beam necessarily are
quite high in order to receive enough signal and are fact-
ory set to ~10,000 µmol m-2 s-1. Pulse width has been set
to 667 ns. Total integrated light intensity incident on the
leaf from the LEDs is calculated as

10-36

where Pfreq is the current pulse frequency (2 to 750,000
Hz), Pwidth is the pulse width (667 ns) and Qpeakx is the
peak intensity of the left and right LEDs, set by a factory
calibration.

The peak intensity is ~10,000 µmol m-2 s-1 and is cal-
culated from a calibration coefficient set at the factory. Fre-
quencies for steady-state measurements will be very low (4
to 8 Hz), while frequencies during the flash will be much
higher (250 to 750 kHz).

Implementation on the LI-600
The LI-600 calculates parameters as described.
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Calculating light intensity from LED
calibration coefficients
Each LED has two calibration coefficients: a DAC set
point (DACx) and a parameter relating DAC setting to
light intensity (Qcalx). The peak intensity of each LED is
calculated from these coefficients:

10-37a

10-37b

A given configuration provides a steady-state modulation
frequency Modrate in Hz and a desired flash intensity for
rectangular and phases 1 and 3 of multi-phase flashes
flash_intensity in µmol m-2 s-1. The instrument will determ-
ine the flash modulation frequency based on desired user
intensity and calculated peak intensity (assuming both
LEDs have the same intensity) from:

10-38

where Pwidth is 667E-9 seconds

The total amount of light incident on the leaf from the
LEDs is then calculated from

10-39

Freqset will be either the steady-state modulation fre-
quency Modrate if not during a flash, Freqflash during a rect-
angular flash or Phases 1 and 3 of an MPF or the
calculated frequency based on ramp rate during Phase 2
of an MPF. PARflr is written to flash files during each log
point.
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Dark-adapted vs light-adapted
measurements
Unlike previous LI-COR fluorometers, where the actinic
light is controlled by the fluorometer, here the actinic
light source is provided by external sources unknown to
the instrument. The instrument cannot know if a given
measurement being made is on a dark-adapted leaf or not.
The user must decide which type of measurement is being
made. Table 10-1 below shows the values being used for
each configuration type. The calculated yield uses the
same equation in either case, as shown here.

10-40

10-41

Type Pre-flash F Flash F
Calculated
Yield

Dark-adapted Fo Fm Fv/Fm
Light-adapted Fs Fm’ ΦPSII

Table 10-1. Dark and light adapted measurement para-
meters.

Steady-state fluorescence
Steady-state fluorescence logged is the final value received
prior to the onset of the flash. A zero offset is applied to
the de-modulated fluorescence that removes small artifacts
that arise from imperfect discrimination or electronic
noise. The offset is stored as a calibration constant and can
be re-set by the user. Steady-state fluorescence removes the
zero offset following.

10-42
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where vF is read from the ADC and Zflr is a factory coef-
ficient. The measurement frequency is set in the con-
figuration.

Rectangular flash
A rectangular flash delivers a user-selectable flash intensity
(µmol m-2 s-1) for a user-selectable amount of time (ms).
The LI-600 converts that to a frequency during the flash
using the factory calibration value.

Multiphase flash
The LI-600 can performmultiphase flashes for conditions
where it is difficult to fully saturate with rectangular
flashes (Loriaux et al, 2013). A multiphase flash delivers a
flash in three phases and requires inputs of the length of
each phase (P1_dur, P2_dur, P3_dur) in msec, and the
amount to reduce the intensity (P2_Ramp Dept).

The Phase2 F data is regressed vs. 1E4/Q using only Phase
2 data. The resulting slope is captured and the intercept is
logged to Fm'.

Values that are captured or calculated and logged during
an MPF only are:

l P1_dur: Phase 1 Duration (msec)
l P2_dur: Phase 2 Duration (msec)
l P3_dur: Phase 3 Duration (msec)
l P1_FMax: Max F during Phase 1
l P2_slp: Slope of F vs 1/Q during Phase 2
l P3_Fmax: Measured Fmax during Phase 3
l P3_Pred: Predicted Phase 3 F using Phase 2 regression
l P3_DeltaF: Difference between measured and pre-

dicted Phase 3 F (P3_Fmax - P3_Pred)
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Additional fluorometer calculations
Electron Transport Rate (ETR) is also calculated from all
light-adapted flashes from

10-43

where φPSII comes from the flash as shown above, Qamb is
from the ambient PAR sensor (equation 10-20), abs and
PS2/1 are constants given by the user in the configuration.

Logged Variables
The LI-600 logs variables in two basic groups: one for poro-
metry, and one for fluorometry.

Porometry group
The porometry group includes variables in Table 10-2
below.

Description Label Units Equation

Stomatal con-
ductance

gsw mol m−2 s−1 10-6

Boundary layer
conductance

gbw mol m−2 s−1 10-10

Total con-
ductance

gtw mol m−2 s−1 10-5

Transpiration E mol m−2 s−1 10-4
Chamber vapor
pressure

VPcham kPa 10-21

Leaf vapor pres-
sure

VPleaf kPa 10-23

Reference H2O
mole fraction

H2O_r mmol mol−1 10-25

Table 10-2. Variables logged in the porometry group.
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Description Label Units Equation

Sample H2O
mole fraction

H2O_s mmol mol−1 10-26

Leaf H2O mole
fraction

H2O_leaf mmol mol−1 10-27

Laef Area leaf_area cm2 NA

Table 10-2. Variables logged in the porometry group. (...-
continued)
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Fluorometry group
The fluorometry group includes variables in Table 10-3
below.

Description Label Units Equation

FlashID flashID NA NA
Minimum Fluor-
escence in Dark

Fo NA Section 10. on
page 10-1

Maximum Fluor-
escence in Dark

Fm NA Section 10. on
page 10-1

Quantum Effi-
ciency in Dark

Fv/Fm NA 10-40

Minimum Fluor-
escence in Light

Fs NA NA

Maximum Fluor-
escence in Light

Fm’ NA NA

Quantum Effi-
ciency in light

phiPSII NA 10-41

Leaf absorptance abs NA 10-43
Ratio of PSII to
PSII absorptance

PS2/1 NA 10-43

Electron Trans-
port Rate

ETR μmol
m−2 s−1

10-43

Table 10-3. Variables logged in the fluorometry group.
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Section 11.
Specifications

General
Measurement time:

Porometer: 5 to 15 seconds typically, depending on
species, leaf surface characteristics, and leaf conditions
Fluorometer: 1 second

Operating conditions:
Temperature: 0 to 50 °C
Pressure: 50 to 110 kPa
Humidity: 0 to 85%; non-condensing

Weight: 0.68 kg (porometer only); 0.73 kg with fluorometer
Dimensions: 32.4 cm x 16.9 cm x 6.2 cm (L xW xH)
Display:

Dimensions: 6.8 cm diagonally
Resolution: 400 x 200 pixels; sunlight readable mono-
chrome

Keypad: 5-button membrane pad
Battery:

Built-in Li-ion
Operating hours: 8 hours typically
Capacity: 5200 mAh
Recharging time: 3.5 hours typically; 2 hours with
Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ 2.0 or 3.0

Data storage: 128 MB
USB specifications:

Communication/charging interface: Micro-B
Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ 2.0 or 3.0 for rapid char-
ging
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Universal charging adapter:
Input: 90 to 264 VAC; 50 to 60 Hz
Output: 5 VDC; 1 Amp

Configuration Software: Windows® and macOS®
applications

Data files: Plain text data compatible with any spread-
sheet application or data analysis program
Output: .CSV format

Barcode scanner: 1-D and 2-D, including Code 39, Code
128, PDF417, 100% UPC, Data Matrix, QR Code

Photosynthetically Actively Radiation (PAR) meas-
urement:
Units:Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density (PPFD);
μmol m-2 s-1
Calibration accuracy: ±10% of reading; traceable to
NIST
Cosine correction: Cosine corrected up to 60° angle
of incidence

Porometer
Aperture: 0.75 cm diameter
Flow rates:

Low: 75 µmol s-1

Medium: 100 µmol s-1

High: 150 µmol s-1

RH sensor accuracy: ±2% RH
Reference temperature: ±0.2 °C
Leaf temperature sensor accuracy: ±0.5 °C

Inlet flow measurement: ±1% of reading from 75
µmol s-1 to 150 µmol s-1
Exhaust flow measurement: ±5% of full scale up
to 150 µmol s-1

Parameters:
gsw mol m-2 s-1; gbw mol m-2 s-1; gtw mol m-2 s-1; E
mmol m-2 s-1
VPcham kPa; VPref kPa; VPleaf kPa; VPDleaf kPa
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H2Oref mmol mol-1; H2Osamp mmol mol-1; H2Oleaf

mmol mol-1

Fluorometer
Flash types: User configurable Rectangular and Multi-
phase Flash™ (MPF)

Measuring light peak wavelength: 625 nm
Measuring light peak intensity:
0 to 10,000 µmol m-2 s-1

Flash intensity: 0 to 7500 µmol m-2 s-1

LED Risk Group: Exempt group in acc. with IEC
62471:2006. The LED does not pose any photobiological
hazard

Parameters:
Fo; Fm; Fv; Fv/Fm; Fs; Fm’; ΦPSII; ETR
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Appendix A.
Warranty
Each LI-COR, Inc. instrument is warranted by LI-COR, Inc.
to be free from defects in material and workmanship; how-
ever, LI-COR, Inc.'s sole obligation under this warranty shall
be to repair or replace any part of the instrument which
LI-COR, Inc.'s examination discloses to have been defective
in material or workmanship without charge and only under
the following conditions, which are:

1 The defects are called to the attention of LI-COR, Inc. in Lin-
coln, Nebraska, in writing within one year after the shipping
date of the instrument.

2 The instrument has not been maintained, repaired or altered by
anyone who was not approved by LI-COR, Inc.

3 The instrument was used in the normal, proper and ordinary
manner and has not been abused, altered, misused, neglected,
involved in an accident or damaged by act of God or other cas-
ualty.

4 The purchaser, whether it is a DISTRIBUTOR or direct customer
of LI-COR or a DISTRIBUTOR'S customer, packs and ships or
delivers the instrument to LI-COR, Inc. at LI-COR Inc.'s factory
in Lincoln, Nebraska, U.S.A. within 30 days after LI-COR, Inc.
has received written notice of the defect. Unless other arrange-
ments have been made in writing, transportation to LI-COR, Inc.
(by air unless otherwise authorized by LI-COR, Inc.) is at cus-
tomer expense.
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5 No-charge repair parts may be sent at LI-COR, Inc.'s sole dis-
cretion to the purchaser for installation by purchaser.

6 LI-COR, Inc.'s liability is limited to repair or replace any part
of the instrument without charge if LI-COR, Inc.'s exam-
ination disclosed that part to have been defective in material
or workmanship.

There are no warranties, express or implied, includ-
ing but not limited to any implied warranty of mer-
chantability of fitness for a particular purpose on
underwater cables or on expendables such as bat-
teries, lamps, thermocouples, and calibrations.

Other than the obligation of LI-COR, Inc. expressly
set forth herein, LI-COR, Inc. disclaims all war-
ranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose. The foregoing constitutes LI-COR, Inc.'s
sole obligation and liability with respect to dam-
ages resulting from the use or performance of the
instrument and in no event shall LI-COR, Inc. or its
representatives be liable for damages beyond the
price paid for the instrument, or for direct, incid-
ental or consequential damages.

The laws of some locations may not allow the exclusion or
limitation on implied warranties or on incidental or con-
sequential damaged, so the limitations herein may not
apply directly. This warranty gives you specific legal
rights, and you may already have other rights which vary
from state to state. All warranties that apply, whether
included by this contract or by law, are limited to the time
period of this warranty which is a twelve-month period
commencing from the date the instrument is shipped to a
user who is a customer or eighteen months from the date
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of shipment to LI-COR, Inc.'s authorized distributor,
whichever is earlier.

This warranty supersedes all warranties for products pur-
chased prior to June 1, 1984, unless this warranty is later
superseded. To the extent not superseded by the terms of
any extended warranty, the terms and conditions of
LI-COR’s Warranty still apply.

DISTRIBUTOR or the DISTRIBUTOR's customers may
ship the instruments directly to LI-COR if they are unable
to repair the instrument themselves even though the
DISTRIBUTOR has been approved for making such
repairs and has agreed with the customer to make such
repairs as covered by this limited warranty.

Further information concerning this warranty may be
obtained by writing or telephoning Warranty manager at
LI-COR, Inc.
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Appendix B.
Index

A

accessories kit 1-3
air intake filter 9-6
aperture 1-2, 4-2

clamp 1-2, 1-3, 4-2, 4-4

B

barcode 1-2, 4-4, 4-6

C

calibration 10-9
carrying case 4-1
configuration

creating 6-1
preview 6-8

D

dark-adapted 6-7
theory of operation 1-8, 10-14

data files 7-1
components 7-1
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downloading
computer 7-5
instrument 7-3

flash files 7-2
data label 3-3, 4-3, 6-2

barcode 3-4
list 3-4, 6-3
number 3-4, 6-2

display 1-2
display layout 6-7

F

flash 6-7
flow 6-6

theory of operation 10-7
fluorescence constants 6-7
fluorometer upgrade kit 1-3

L

light-adapted 6-7
lithium ion battery 1-2, 2-2, 4-1, 8-6

replacing 9-4

M

maintenance 9-1
cleaning 9-1
storing 9-1

match
frequency 6-7
theory of operation 10-7

matching 4-3
measurements 4-1

precautions 4-1
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preparation 4-1
settings 6-6
taking 4-3
techniques 4-2

menu
advanced settings 2-2, 3-5
clamp to leaf 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 4-3
flash complete 3-3, 3-3, 3-4, 4-4
logged 3-3, 3-3, 3-4, 4-4
next step 3-1, 3-3, 3-4, 4-4
press enter to edit highlighed values 3-3, 3-4
press enter to log 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 4-3
scan barcode 3-4
select configuration 3-1, 4-3

mode
auto 3-2, 4-4, 6-3

setup 4-5
manual 3-2, 4-4

setup 4-6
modulation 6-7

P

prompt on log 3-3, 6-2

Q

qualcomm quick charge 2-1
quantum sensor 1-2, 4-2

R

remarks 6-5
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S

software 5-1
computer interface 1-1
configuration management 5-7, 5-18, 6-1
connection overview 5-2, 5-16, 5-21
data management 5-10, 5-20
device interface 3-1
explore LI-600 5-4
home screen 5-7, 5-18
installation 5-1
live view 5-12
offline mode 5-16
toolbar 5-4, 5-16

specifications 11-1

T

theory of operation 10-1
fluorometer 1-7, 10-11
porometer 1-4, 10-1

tripod mount 1-2
troubleshooting 8-1

automatic logging 8-2
display layout 8-2
instrument warnings 8-5
powering on 8-1
RH values 8-5
sealing 8-1

U

universal charging adapter 1-3, 2-1, 2-2
USB

cable 1-3, 5-2
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port 1-3
port protector 4-1

user interface
enter button 3-1
navigation keys 3-1

W

wrist strap 1-3, 4-1
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